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According to the original paper about Spotify's engineering culture and design by Henrik Kniberg:  
The chapter is your small family of people having similar skills and working within the same general 
competency area, within the same tribe.  

Examples might be:  
• Developers  
• Quality Assurance people  
• Business Analysts  
• UXers  
• Product Owners  
• Scrum Masters  
• Coaches  
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STEWARDING A GROUP OF 
SIMILARLY SKILLED PEOPLE 
OR A FUNCTIONAL GROUP 
TOWARD GREATER MASTERY.  
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• Responsible for building a capability: hiring, firing, 
and developing talent; shepherding people along 
their career paths; evaluating and promoting 
people; and building standard tools, methods, and 
ways of working. 

• “Professor and entrepreneur” model: 

• The PO is the “entrepreneur” or “product 
champion”, focusing on delivering a great 
product 

• Chapter lead is the “professor” or “competency 
leader”, focusing on technical excellence
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• Typically, people in management roles assume chapter leadership. That said, positional 
authority isn't required; in fact, any positional authority needs to be at least balanced 
with personal power, such as expert power. Leadership can be rotated or shared by 
multiple people.  

• One role of chapter leaders is to make people aware of the existence of good kaizen 
examples so that they can go see for themselves, gain the knowledge and improve 
upon it further. This is the role of curator. An important subtlety: Some managers may 
be in the mindset of curating practices but then telling their colleagues to copy them 
or enforcing “best practices” on them. This transgresses the idea of respect for and 
development of people and isn’t really the spirit of creating a learning environment.
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Options  

• Rotate someone to share each meeting on a topic.  

• Meet regularly as a group. Monthly is usually appropriate.  

• Coaching dojos, a place to practice with each other and get feedback in safety. 

• Create competency models (perhaps pair with HR or talent development) and 
supporting learning pathways 

• Make experiment boards, share learnings at chapter meetings
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One of the organizational benefits that chapters provide is encapsulated 
in the Lean/Japanese word yokoten. Yokoten means sharing learning 
laterally across an organization. According to Mark Graber: 

It entails sharing and improving on kaizen ideas that work. You can 
think of yokoten as “horizontal deployment” or “sideways expansion.”  

Yokoten is horizontal and peer-to-peer, with the expectation that 
people go see for themselves and learn how another area did kaizen 
and then improve on those kaizen ideas in the application to their 
local problems… 

An effective Yokoten process is a critical step to building capacity 
within the organization and becoming a true learning organization. It 
truly is one of the capabilities of outstanding organizations. 

Chapters provide this horizontal deployment of ideas, competencies and 
innovation.
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1.ORIGINAL PAPER ABOUT SPOTIFY'S ENGINEERING CULTURE 
AND DESIGN BY HENRIK KNIBERG: HTTPS://BLOG.CRISP.SE/
WP-CONTENT/UPLOADS/2012/11/SPOTIFYSCALING.PDF 

2.HTTPS://WWW.MCKINSEY.COM/BUSINESS-FUNCTIONS/
ORGANIZATION/OUR-INSIGHTS/THE-AGILE-MANAGER  

3.HTTPS://WWW.LEANBLOG.ORG/2011/05/GUEST-POST-
WHAT-IS-YOKOTEN/ 

4.HTTPS://YOUTU.BE/WK7FRVPJSEG

Sources and Resources
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